
The PHV consultation

It is the practice that PHV operators accept bookings wherever they are to be carried out, 
whether or not a vehicle is in or out of the licensed area at the time. The consultation 
correctly shows there is authority that a licence shall be used locally.

In the Merseyside region, PHV cars operating predominately or entirely outside their 
licensed area (mainly from Sefton) have been working in this way for many years – this is 
admitted by the main operator making such provision! This operator asked SMBC in 
2015 to abolish knowledge testing because such testing was acting as a brake on 
recruitment. Before a decision was reached the operator agreed a NEW form of 
knowledge test in the event that SMBC did not abolish the test.

SMBC did not abolish the test. The operator reneged on its agreement and attempted to 
attack SMBC’s decision at law, it failed.

This operator then turned to KMBC and asked to abolish its knowledge test. KMBC 
adopted an “essential skills” test, which those outside Knowsley regard as simplistic.

This seems a reasonable interpretation as the number of KMBC drivers has since 
increased phenomenally – most working for the operator in question, with others now 
following  – predominately or entirely such PHVs work outside Knowsley. 

People in Sefton now raise the question of KMBC cars being common in that borough – 
in spite of the rest of the region having accepted SMBC cars for many years….

The suggestion under consultation would solve the problem. 

With the advent of ‘Deregulation” (the ability of an operator to instruct another outside the 
borough to undertake bookings) customers need not be affected.

Another solution would be that put forward by Mayor Anderson - that the City Region 
Combined Authority adopts a common licensing policy, and / or a common licence.
This is quite possible in respect of PHVs – there is no issue with ‘plate values’ and that 
consequent problem,

In May this could become a matter for the new Regional authority; either co-operatively 
or through the Cities and Local Government Devolution Act section 7.

There are regular meetings between the regional licensing officers who stall only on this 
common approach to licensing.. A policy decision asking them to cooperate on 
commonality would help.

KMBC could revert to using Knowledge test as well – including at  the time licence are 
renewed.

In the meantime the solution proposed by the consultation is an admirable way forward.
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